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Himalayan University - a center of diverse and creative education; brings their students with world class of study environment and top experienced faculties. Being offering education under the rigid and competitive corporate behavior; Himalayan University managed to hold up with worthy research programs and other explorative degree courses that make students to perform best with their higher education.

Himalayan University is a young and dynamic segment of higher education that concern new challenges and unique tasks in order to raise its favorability and creditability at the global wise. Top class of educational environment, all types of students facilities of international standard, latest course curriculum, wide range of degree programs have made us as one of the enriching and enlivening universities of India. Today, Himalayan University offers almost hundreds of degree programs ranging from bachelors to PhD in all types of major disciplines. In coming years, Himalayan University intent to let their students to experience an international behavior while study under the supervision of foreign faculties. In respect of next mission, Himalayan University works to open with many new research programs in order to produce versatile and efficient professionals to the corporate world. Himalayan University comprises of best and lucrative team of varied faculties ranging from engineering, marketing, medical, media, pharmacy, education, law, nursing, agriculture, pharmacy and many more that have played a crucial role while imparting the root education to make our students perfect and effective while handling the corporate complexities under an efficient manner. A grade of past academic records, excellent job experience, positive attitude and diversity while handling student's issues are some of the major attributes of our faculty cell that works to shape the world with best professionals. If we move towards placement and internship cell; Himalayan University has a strong tie-ups with MCXSX; one of the highly demandable and successful nodes of Indian premium commodities and stock equities. We offer our students with best training and internship programs under the best facets of corporate sectors. Besides these, Himalayan University has already been connected with top segments of business market that offers their students with world class of training, placement and internship programs including IT, finance, banking, automobile, education, media, medical and many more. Our team of training and placement cell, is always being sensitized, to cover with latest and updated news about the corporate sector in order to provide best opportunity to our esteem students. We always feel proud and honor to carry with finest and outstanding opportunities for our students in respect of their career and professionalism.